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AutoEval Adds CarFax Data to its Standardized Evaluation Process

AutoEval has entered into a contractual agreement with CarFax. AutoEval will now include
CarFax vehicle history reports as part of its automotive evaluation process, thereby providing
more information and transparency to consumers in the used car market.

(PRWEB) June 17, 2004 -- Teaneck, N.J. Â� June 16, 2004 Â� Buyers shopping for used vehicles can now
have additional peace of mind in their search for that next car, van, or light truck Â� thanks to AutoEvalÂ�s
decision to incorporate CarFaxÂ�s vehicle history data into their automotive evaluation reports.

The decision is in line with AutoEvalÂ�s commitment to provide knowledge and full disclosure to
consumers in the used car market. The move also reinforces AutoEvalÂ�s adherence to its three cornerstones
Â� Independence, Knowledge, and Peace of Mind.

Â�Consumers in the used car market are demanding more information about a vehicleÂ�s condition
before they commit their hard earned money,Â� according to Jason Bass, President of AutoEval. Â�AutoEval
is here to provide that information.Â�

AutoEvalÂ�s reports include the results of various diagnostic tests, evaluation of safety features (i.e.
airbags, ABS brakes, seatbelts, etc.), and an analysis of interior/exterior condition. In addition, reports include a
list of recalls and vehicle-specific problems. Combined with CarfaxÂ�s ownership history, accident check,
fire/flood check, mileage accuracy verification, and warrantee coverage check, AutoEvalÂ�s reports present
the consumer with a more accurate picture of the vehicleÂ�s condition, allowing him/her to make a well-
educated purchasing decision.

AutoEval management maintains that neither a vehicle history report nor a physical evaluation alone
provides a complete picture of a vehicleÂ�s condition. A CarFax vehicle history report complements the
information that AutoEval currently provides through its evaluation services. Consumers must utilize both of
these components before deciding whether a vehicle is a good buy.
AutoEval was established as a limited liability company in September 2003. Seeking to change the way used
automobiles are bought and sold, AutoEvalÂ�s mission is to provide unbiased, professional evaluations and
information to consumers shopping for used vehicles through the most efficient and technological means
available.
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Contact Information
Jason Bass
AUTOEVAL
http://www.autoeval.net
(888) 301-5676

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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